Drones: high-profile
and niche
Deloitte predicts that in 2015, the active base of
non‑military drones costing $200 or more should
exceed one million units for the first time. We expect
sales of non‑military drones (also known as unmanned
aerial vehicles or UAVs), to be about 300,000 units in
2015, with the majority being bought by consumers
or prosumers. We expect total industry revenues to be
$200‑$400 million dollars in 2015 (equivalent to the
list price of a single, mid‑sized passenger jet). In short,
while we believe that UAVs have a tremendous range of
applications, particularly for enterprise and government,
we are not foreseeing a breakthrough year for drones
in 2015.
This prediction focuses on three categories of UAV,
defined by price and performance (we have excluded
toys, due to lesser range and potential impact):26
• Entry‑level hobbyist models, typically priced at $300
– $500 per kit (including the drone itself, additional
batteries, chargers, GPS modules and spares).
These have four rotors, a range under direct control
of up to fifty meters, and can fly for up to about
20 minutes on an extended battery. Basic models can
fly at about 15 kilometers per hour (km/h) horizontally.
They weigh less than half a kilogram, are about half
a meter in length, incorporate a basic camera, and are
typically controlled via smartphone or tablet apps.27
• Prosumer devices cost from around $750 per kit.28
These have four to six rotors and a flying range of
up to a kilometer. They can fly at 50 km/h (about
15 meters a second) and can remain airborne for
up to 25 minutes. They weigh about a kilogram and
usually have a separate controller.
• Enterprise models, costing from $10,000 and up.
These usually have six or more rotors, large blades,
and multiple motors and are capable of lifting more
than three kilograms. Some units have wings and
propellers. These units can be designed to maximize
payload or range. Some models are capable of an
hour’s flying time.

The UAV market has benefited over the past decade
from the surge in demand for consumer electronics,
particularly at hobbyist level. For example, a key appeal
of drones is their ability to capture high‑definition (HD)
video: the billions of sensors and lenses produced for
devices such as smartphones each year have enabled
better quality and lower prices for applications, such as
drones.
Also, a smartphone or tablet can be used to control
a drone, removing the cost of a separate controller.
Routes can be defined using online maps and GPS
positioning. The accelerometers and gyroscopes used in
drones are bulk‑produced for smartphones. Wi‑Fi can be
used to control the drone, and also to relay images.29
For consumers, UAVs blend the appeal of
remote‑controlled vehicles, high‑definition
photography and kite flying. The primary application
by consumers of drones seems to be for aerial
photography.30 There are UAVs that are designed for
“follow‑me” footage: the drone is programmed to
track and film from the air the progress of someone
skiing down a slope.31 As smartphone camera quality
improves, this will be incorporated into UAVs, enabling
ever more spectacular footage.
UAVs are also being deployed in a widening range
of professional contexts. Drones provide some of the
observational or sometimes transportation functionality
of a helicopter from $1,000 a unit, and without the
cost of an onboard pilot, or even a pilot at all. They can
undertake tasks that were previously too expensive to
consider. Farmers can survey crops, without needing
to visit their fields.32 Livestock owners can undertake
aerial searches for lost animals or even herd them.33
Police forces and rescue units can use them to
complement search and rescue missions, especially
by using infra‑red cameras.34 Geologists can use them
to map unchartered territories, or to survey for oil.35
UAVs can inspect wind turbines, which reach several
hundred feet in the air, removing the need for someone
to climb up a structure.36
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38. For more information on how drones are
being used by archaeologists around the
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Off‑shore oil rigs can be similarly inspected.37
Archaeologists have used drones to create 3D images
of sites, and also to patrol for looters.38 Finally, they can
be used to distribute medicines, in the absence of viable
roads, as part of disaster relief or other humanitarian
campaigns.39
Aerial news footage no longer requires a helicopter
or a trained pilot.40 Some wedding photographers
have used drones to capture the ultimate crowd
shot.41 Drones’ newsworthy ability to film footage that
would otherwise be hard to reach – from the sides of
skyscrapers to the backyards of celebrities to the tops of
power stations – has raised their profile significantly.42
Drones offer fantastic possibilities for enterprises and
consumers, and will be used for an increasingly diverse
range of observation applications. But it is unlikely that
in there will be a surge in demand for UAVs, such that
they become a mass‑market (multiple millions of units)
global market.
Three key factors are likely to constrain demand in the
short – and medium‑term.
Drones crash
First, flying drones consistently well is challenging and
crashes are common. We expect this will dissuade many
from spending a few hundred dollars on a fast, hobbyist
UAV in 2015.
An individual can fly a drone within minutes of
assembly; but even an experienced pilot can suddenly
lose control even in everyday conditions, that is
with occasional gusts of wind and with cloud.43
Piloting a drone, which can attain 50 km/h, but which
travels in three dimensions, and which is readily
buffeted by the elements is tricky. Even flying indoors
can be challenging.44
Plotting the course for a drone is simple using an online
map and GPS. But GPS can readily be lost – for example
if a building blocks the signal, or simply due to dense
cloud. Once contact is lost the drone would be flying
blind. A lost drone might land safely in an unpopulated
area; or it could crash into a building, or worse, land on
an individual, with rotors still spinning.45
Drones’ propensity to crash – either due to pilot error
or mechanical failure – is reflected in the fact that drone
kits often come equipped with a full spare set of rotor
blades.
Someone considering what to spend a few hundred
dollars on would likely purchase a new smartphone,
which could be used every day, ahead of an
equally‑priced UAV, capable of taking awesome footage,
but constrained by a fifteen‑minute battery range, and
with an odds‑on chance of crashing.

A further constraint on consumer UAV usage is that
it may be considered anti‑social, particularly if used
to capture images of areas of outstanding beauty.46
The sight and noise of a single drone could tarnish
a perfect sunset for hundreds sightseers in the vicinity,
as well as affect the behavior of wildlife.47 Some people
may consider a camera‑equipped drone flying over their
heads as an invasion of privacy – even if the camera is
not turned on.
Regulation is uncertain
UAV regulation is likely to constrain their use. In some
markets, regulation is imminent, while in others,
drones come under the same rules as apply to remote
controlled aircraft.
In the US, the Federal Aviation Administration has
published an initial plan to integrate unmanned
vehicles into US airspace.48 In the European Union, the
Commission has set out its views on “how to address
civil drones, or remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS),
operations in a European level policy framework
which will enable the progressive development of the
commercial drones market while safeguarding the public
interest”.49
Controls can cover a range of UAV actions including
the height drones can attain, the distance they can
fly from the operator, the required distance between
the vehicle and people and the qualifications the
pilot needs. For example in the UK, the Civil Aviation
Authority permits UAVs of under 20 kilograms in normal
airspace so long as they are 150 meters from crowds,
50 meters from a person or a building and within line of
sight (defined as within 500 meters’ distance and under
122 meters’ height). Commercial use of drones requires
a license, for which there is a test commensurate
with the demands of flying a UAV: as well as a theory
test, the practical test requires demonstrating
competence in flying figures of eight, or descending at
a specific angle.50
In the US, there were 25 reported near misses involving
UAVs and piloted planes at altitudes of several thousand
feet between June and November 2014, some involving
large passenger planes.51 Hobbyist UAVs tend not to
have anti‑collision systems as these add cost, bulk
and weight, reducing the vehicles range.52 Because of
this potential danger, it is likely that most markets will
regulate the use of drones.
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A likely outcome in many markets is that UAVs will be
integrated into current flight control systems.53 This will
likely require an upgrade of current systems to allow for
significantly increased capacity.
The impact of regulation on consumers may well be to
dissuade usage. In some cases mishaps occurring from
drone usage have been met with fines.54
The legality of flying drones has already been the subject
of litigation, and this may continue through 2015 and
beyond. Some drone manufacturers are responding by
incorporating safeguards into their devices. For example,
one vendor programmed in no‑fly zones near hundreds
of airports around the world.55
Enterprises will deploy UAVs by the dozen, not
the thousand
We expect enterprise and government usage of UAVs to
be increasingly widespread, where regulation permits,
but for each entity to only use a single or a few drones
per task. We do not expect drones to be deployed
on a massive scale, for example to replace existing
vehicles. Drones are cheaper than helicopters, but more
expensive than conventional terrestrial vehicles for many
enterprise tasks.

Drones will occasionally be used for transporting
goods, but this will not be commonplace. For example
a delivery company is using a UAV to deliver urgent
packages, such as medication, to Juist, a small island
8 kilometers off the coast of Germany, and which
otherwise can only be reached by boat at high tide.56
Drone delivery is unlikely ever to be viable for
anything aside from high‑value, lightweight and
compact packages, as the cost of per delivery of up
to 10 kilometers would be between $8 and $12. (see:
Estimating the cost of drone delivery).57 These costs
are unlikely to decline markedly over the next five
years, as there are few forecast technology advances
in the medium term that would enable prices to fall
significantly.
Drones can convey a package but cannot deliver it.60
The package may require a signature; it may need to
be re‑routed to a neighbor. An unmanned UAV needs
a lot of human support around it. The trial of delivery
of goods to Juist is only to a reception area.61 A worker
receives the goods, and then delivers it to the recipient.
This may seem convoluted, but at present it is the only
approach, and may remain so for the foreseeable future.
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Estimating the cost of drone delivery
The key capital costs in provisioning a drone suitable for delivery of packages are:
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• The UAV, at about $10,000‑$50,000 per unit. The $10,000 price‑point assumes a bulk order
or self‑assembly. Each drone can make up to 5,000 round‑trips of up to 10 kilometers length.
Some drones may get stolen, lost in transit or damaged;58
• Rechargeable batteries, at about $200‑$400 per pack. At this price, batteries would have a range
of ten kilometers with a two kilogram pay load. A battery lasts about 100 charges and its range
declines following each charge.
• A system control unit which would control the flotilla of UAVs, provide air traffic control and log
flight paths. This unit would cost from $30,000.
These costs exclude operational costs, which could be significant. An autonomous UAV that can rely
entirely on satellite navigation for guidance should need no piloting, however if the GPS fails the drone
is basically blind. In some markets, this would not be legal, and a pilot would be required to guide
the device. Other individuals may be required to perform flight control. One other task that a person
would need to do would be to swap out exhausted batteries and replacing them with fresh ones.59
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Bottom line
Individuals have long been fascinated of the possibility of replicating our bustling terrestrial highways
above ground: the notion of personal or unmanned vehicles flying around the sky in vast quantities
has long been a feature of science fiction. A future in which fully‑automated UAVs deliver packages to
our homes is a compelling one; however it is not at all likely in 2015.
This is not to say that drones are not useful or compelling. Any invention that counters gravity is
a marvel; one that combines flight with other recent innovations, such as lightweight high definition
cameras and accelerometers should be lauded.
We expect drones will have multiple industrial and civil government applications, building upon the
diverse uses they are already being put to. Any task requiring aerial inspection could be undertaken by
a camera equipped drone, transmitting footage to ground staff in real time.
The global aerial imaging market was worth about $1 billion in 2014.62 Hollywood chase scenes make
up a small part of that; the majority is for aerial imaging in construction and development, geospatial
technology, and natural resource management. Much of that is from helicopters and drones which will
capture a percentage of this market. But some of this market will remain inaccessible as drones are not
for purpose for all current aerial imaging work. UAVs have lower ranges, lesser tolerance of adverse
weather, and smaller payloads than helicopters: the lightest stabilized camera, for example, weighs
around 20 kilograms.63
This implies a ceiling for sales of drones for the aerial imaging market, but it is also the case that
the lower cost of drones will widen the aerial inspection market. If a drone can do a better job of
inspection of building sites than sending a team up with ladders and ropes, then the usage of visual
inspection will broaden considerably.
Regulators considering how best to incorporate drones into existing air space will need to balance
the many positive contributions they can make, as well as the obvious negative externalities they
can inflict. An irresponsibly piloted semi‑professional two kilogram drone, whose battery expires in
mid‑flight above a crowd, may cause serious injury. A drone deployed on search and rescue missions
may save lives.
Enterprises should examine every potential application of UAVs while recognizing their limitations:
these are lightweight, battery‑powered devices, many with modest payloads and short ranges.

We expect drones will have multiple industrial and civil
government applications, building upon the diverse uses
they are already being put to. Any task requiring aerial
inspection could be undertaken by a camera equipped
drone, transmitting footage to ground staff in real time.
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